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Message from CEO
2020 was indeed a challenging year. The resolve of

Another worry is to look at why private LTC facilities

the world was tested to the maximum through many

are showing higher positive cases? This is very con-

unexpected challenges which emerged. Despite

cerning and perhaps the discussion should be to not

shortcomings, the world did do its best to curtail the

have private companies taking care of seniors.

spread of COVID-19. Though it won’t be wrong to
say that some countries performed better than the

Amidst of the challenges, PCHS staff has worked

rest. An amazing fact which was observable is that

hard and tirelessly to serve community. We in-

all countries with female leaders tended to get the

creased our ability to provide meals to frail seniors

COVID-19 under control much faster and better

in partnership with Seva Food Bank. Initially we

than those led by men. The biggest example is the

had five seniors and now we are serving close to

New Zealand, which has showcased and proved

170 seniors per week. We also continued serving

that women are strong and capable of handling both

seniors in person through our respite and caregiver

household as well as countries with better skills

program with the PPE’s and other safety measure in

than their counterparts.

place. We adapted and expanded our ability to serve
seniors through new technology including online

May the coming year bless you with prosperity and bring
good luck to you and your loved ones.
We wish you safe and Wonderful Year ahead.

Cheers to 2021

Now with vaccine being there, the world is breath-

groups and sessions for our clients. Our settlement

ing a bit easy. People all across the globe are seeing it

services continue to be provided virtually. We are

as a ray of hope. The question is now about the edu-

also expanding our mental health and addition pro-

cation and awareness among the masses so that the

grams. In addition, we will be strengthening internal

myths around medical reach are dispelled and the

controls, strengthening the integrated team con-

pandemic is controlled at the earliest.

cepts, and improving the functioning of HR and the
Finance departments. Our new depart-

The COVID-19 has laid bare and visible the ineq-

ments, Intake, Communications,

uities in society in Canada. Research has indicated

Research and Peer Support

that certain communities specifically the South

will also undertake new

Asian and the Black community are showing a high-

responsibilities.

er number of COVID positive cases. This is concern-

I wish you all a very happy,

ing and now efforts are being made to address these

healthy and a prosperous

issues.

new year-2021.
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Deal With
Your Anger
Issues

or disappointment we need to

We can be angry at situations

you. There may be times when

concern ourselves with finding

and blame our circumstances

your behaviour, comment or

other ways to resolve and sort

for our lack of success; they're

body language affects the

out our anger issues.

the reason things don't work

recipient in a provocative way.

out well. You'll hear, 'it's not

But we can never really know

Anger can manifest it-

fair', 'if only', 'I can't start until

what's going on in someone

self in several

that's sorted'.

else's mind or life. It's import-

ways.

ant to be respectful and allow
Inanimate objects can bear the

» Susan Leigh

all points of view to be heard.

We can be angry with our-

brunt of our anger too. People

selves, feel unworthy, unat-

may kick, throw, stamp on and

Ascertain the facts first. Stay

tractive, unintelligent and

destroy objects due to their

calm and ask questions. Find

follow through with damaging,

anger. Those items may even

out what's going on, what

destructive behaviour like

get the blame for things not

prompted their words or

self-harm, bad habits, negative

working out!

behaviour. Listen properly and

self-talk, so ruining any chance

with genuine interest. Avoid

of success with our manner,

second-guessing, finishing

attitude and approach. People

Some tips to help you

their sentences or getting your

with serious self-anger issues

deal with your anger

reply ready before they've

issues.

finished speaking.

Have you ever seen a child ea-

ly trying to cover up their

conveying our hurt or displea-

may set themselves gruelling

gerly awaiting their absentee

disappointment and feelings

sure and quickly learn that it

challenges, never feel they've

parent who's coming to take

of rejection in order to recov-

doesn't resolve matters.

achieved enough or in the right

Start to recognise the triggers,

Respond rather than react.

them for a play date?

er quickly and conceal their

way. Then they punish them-

those situations where you

Consider each situation and

distress. Anger is often an

It often simply prevents us

selves further with a binge,

find yourself losing control

what you want to achieve,

When faced with the dawning

alternative to crying or grief

from moving on. Far better

purge or self-discipline regime.

and becoming angry. Is it a

what your desired outcome is.

realisation that the parent is

and can help us move forward

to learn to deal with emotive

look that you've received, a

For example, if your car broke

not coming the child may be-

from feeling vulnerable.

situations calmly and rational-

Other people can provoke our

raised eyebrow, a shrug or

down on your way to an im-

ly, rather than let our feelings

anger if we feel 'it's all right

smirk when you've spoken. Is

portant meeting you could kick

come defensive or hurt, angrily
crying that they hate that

As an adult we hope to deal

dictate and get the better of

for them'! In those instances

it being ignored or not allowed

it, damage it in frustration but

parent and wouldn't have gone

with our anger issues and

us.

other people may be seen as

to speak? Notice what sparks

it wouldn't solve anything and

with them anyway! Is that the

move onto more effective ways

especially gifted, advantaged

you off.

seeing the damage afterwards

truth?

of communicating our feelings.

When we find ourselves con-

or lucky, thus meaning that

We start to see anger as an

stantly resorting to anger, un-

they have better or unfair

Appreciate that others' reac-

worse. Far better to stay calm

unhelpful, inelegant way of

able to deal well with conflict

chances of good fortune.

tions are not necessarily about

and identify what needs to

Of course not, they're mere-

would probably make you feel
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happen to remedy the situation

disappeared from your life.

as positively as possible.

Then when it's finished you can

Set your own boundaries in

either mail it or have a ritual to

place so you protect yourself

If a relationship is causing you

signify that this phase of your

and are aware of what you will

anger issues you could suggest

life is finally over.

and won't tolerate. This allows
you to gradually communi-

meeting to discuss them. Set
a mutually convenient time. A

A journal can equally be used to

cate how you feel effectively.

public place can be good as it

write down and work through

You've learned not to inflame

ensures communication remains

angry and painful emotions,

the situation, yet are able to be

civil in tone. Try to identify key

sometimes being kept in con-

firm, fair and clear, keen to em-

areas of upset and own your

junction with counselling and

pathise and resolve any issues.

feelings. Rather than accuse

hypnotherapy. Use effective

with, 'you make me feel', it's far

methods to help you under-

Recognise the part that stress

better to prompt a discussion

stand what the anger's about,

may play in your anger, your

with, 'when this happens I feel'.

what's been causing it. Those

warning signs of being tired,

insights can improve your

irritable, not sleeping well. Let

Avoid lots of examples. They

ability to communicate your

your partner know what you're

can hi-jack a conversation and

feelings.

going through. Good communications can play a major role in

rarely achieve anything useful,
as you can get side-tracked.

Learning to communicate well

helping to deal with your anger

Examples seldom help to move

can be a difficult process if

issues.

the situation along.

good communications were not
a part of your early years. Some

Let those closest support you

Alternatively writing a letter

families learned to keep quiet

at difficult times. And remem-

can be a good way to communi-

for fear of upsetting a volatile

ber, once said, things cannot be

cate your feelings. Take as long

or easily upset family member.

unsaid. They may be understood

as necessary to process your

Or if a partner is perceived as

and even forgiven, but hurtful,

thoughts so you're clear about

being intelligent or eloquent,

angry words are often difficult

what you want and need to say.

who twists whatever's said so

to forget.

It may take days or even weeks

that problems are your fault

so that you're finally happy

it can become easier to stay

with the content and tone.

mute. But anger can then erupt

This can be an effective way

as frustration, often over small

of dealing with someone who's

and trivial things.

Click here to Register

Source: https://bit.ly/3hEuNQu
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United Nations
Focuses Attention
on Gender-Based
Violence
» Tanzeen Inam

The COVID-19 pandemic has brought with it a “shadow pandemic” of intensified domestic violence and violence against women. Activists from two Ontario
non-profits talk about their observations and what needs to change to achieve a
violence-free society.

C

anada is sadly no

of this year’s International

“Since the outbreak of

outlier in the glob-

Day for the Elimination of

COVID-19, emerging data

al trend of rising

Violence against Women

and reports from those on

violence against women and

and the 16 Days of Activism

the front lines, have shown

girls during the COVID-19

against Gender-Based Vio-

that all types of violence

pandemic observed by the

lence running until Decem-

against women and girls,

United Nations. This “shad-

ber 10.

particularly domestic vi-

ow pandemic” was the focus

olence, has intensified,”
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to signal that they were in

Despite a lot of education,

also attended Substance

need of emergency sup-

counselling, and Canada’s

Use Counselling sessions

For example, the child

port, for instance putting

robust legal system, 10 out

“UNTIL THEY

under the SAHARA Program

Interim Place, a Mississauga

would not be returned on

out items or signs on their

of eight women in the Pun-

for Men.

based shelter for abused

time, and after repeated

balconies to be seen by

ARE PHYSICALLY

jabi community face some

women and their children,

requests, the mother would

counsellors.

form of abuse, leaving the

ABUSED, THEY DO

saw a spike in calls by 30

be told to pick up the child

per cent during the pan-

herself, even though the

Creative ways were also

by children, said Amandeep

demic, according to Execu-

partner knew she “was at

used by counsellors, for

Kaur, Chief Operating Offi-

EMOTIONAL,

ment, counselling for anger

tive Director Sharon Floyd.

home with other young chil-

instance providing clients

cer at Punjabi Community

management is not effec-

Survivors of violence also

dren and didn’t have child-

with phones that could be

VERBAL OR

Health Services. In its vilest

tive.

experienced more pressure

care available to leave them

used from the bathroom or

form, violence leads to ho-

FINANCIAL

and stress.

home to go pick up the

when the abuser stepped

micide.

other child,” Floyd said.

out with the garbage. Code

the UN Women wrote on its

she said.

website.

Pandemic heightened

worst impact if witnessed

words were set to signal

Kaur, who landed in Canada

NOT CONSIDER
IT ABUSE.

ABUSE IS STILL
TOLERATED,” KAUR
SAYS.

Kaur said that the program
is helpful for men because,
without alcohol-abuse treat-

He didn’t stop coming to
sessions and classes even
after his probation period

pressure on violence

Most at risk were individ-

when clients were not safe

in 1988, explains that “back

ended, and that’s the “turn-

survivors

uals with disabilities and

to talk. Social media was

home, shame is associated

ing point,” Kaur added. “In

relying on abusive partners

extensively used for com-

with stigma,” while in Can-

his long-term treatment plan

The shelter observed many

as caregivers. The survi-

munication.

ada, the legal system offers

for almost a year, he started

instances of breaching joint

vors could not get the usual

protection. However, due to

to agree on his account-

custody orders during the

care, as they no longer had

Toxic masculinity is

cultural differences, women

abilities and worked around

pandemic, Floyd said. Be-

health care providers com-

reversible

don’t always identify abuse

them.”

cause there were no courts

ing to their homes.

for what it is.
Immigrants land in Cana-

open at the beginning of

He has now been living a

the pandemic, individuals

Abusive partners were

da with dreams of a better

Kaur has 13 years of experi-

having joint custody agree-

not supportive, so survi-

life, but cultural proclivi-

ence working with domestic

happy family life for six
years.

Amandeep Kaur
COO, PCHS

ments would often put their

vors were found “sitting

ties do not change easily,

partners in tough situa-

in soiled clothing and not

and women from racialized

tions.

being bathed for days as

communities often face

She shared the story of a

services with Kaur after he

vital to have a patch-up

other social support were

gender-based violence

violent husband from a Pun-

breached his bail condition

process through the Canadi-

“Partners were not adher-

not coming that they were

along with the harsh re-

jabi Sikh community, whom

of not driving while drunk.

an legal and support system,

ing to orders because they

getting.”

alities of the settlement

she described as “a man

process.

in denial.” He was referred

Earlier, he had been charged

to one-on-one counselling

with domestic violence. He

would know that there is no
enforcement at that time,”

Clients used strategic ways

and alcohol-related violence.

Kaur commented that it’s

not via cultural values.

Toxic masculinity is
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reversible

While it’s been widely
accepted that toxic masculinity and misogyny are

of violence against women

that these resources should

from the criminal justice

be available in the lan-

perspective. That’s why it is

guages spoken in different

important to have commu-

communities.

nity and agencies’ support.

the root causes of violence
against women, what is
needed to make the dream
of a violence-free society

“We are not doing justice to
Floyd insists that support

the service to those women

systems need to be de-

or family members by not

signed with women in mind.

having the staff who speak

come true, besides education, is the accessibility of
support measures.

Floyd says that her organization looks at the issue

that language,” Kaur said.
Kaur calls for educational

“To move to a violence-free

resources available to every

society, we need to develop

family member including

an action plan beyond the

parents, in-laws, siblings

basics.”

and children. She believes

“THE INDIVIDUALS
CAN ACCESS THE
SYSTEMS THAT
UNDERSTAND THEIR
EXPERIENCES,
EMPOWER THEM AND
WORK ALONGSIDE
THEM TO MAKE BEST
DECISIONS FOR THE
PLANS OF THEIR
FAMILIES,” SHE SAYS.

Source: http://bit.ly/2KRj452
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Peel identified as
priority for vaccine
distribution
» Vjosa Isai

The COVID-19 pandemic has brought with it a “shadow pandemic” of intensified domestic violence and violence against
women. Activists from two Ontario non-profits talk about
their observations and what needs to change to achieve a violence-free society.

T

he challenging path to com-

kept stable for about six months

plete immunization of Can-

under these conditions.

ada’s 38 million residents

Pfizer is shipping special containers

has been mapped out in a series of

that hold the viles and with dry ice

announcements by the federal gov-

packed around them they can keep

ernment this week – and containers

the vaccines at the required tem-

packed with dry ice will be a key.

perature for at least ten days, which

To ensure the integrity of the

gives the distribution chain some

vaccine is maintained, the just-ap-

welcome breathing room.

proved Pfizer product has to be

The federal government says it has

stored at -70 degrees Celsius (-89

purchased “26 freezers to store

is the coldest natural temperature

ultra-low temperature vaccines" in-

ever recorded on Earth) and can be

cluding Pfizer's and so far 9 of these
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have been delivered.
Some hospitals where the
vaccines will be stored already
have deep-freeze storage units
but it remains unclear how others across the country will be
equipped with such units ahead
of the vaccine shipments.
The Pfizer containers rigged
with a data-logger – a device
that records location data and
other metrics over time – will
be shipped on a rehearsal
delivery run this week, Public
Services and Procurement Canada confirmed in a December
7 press release. Officials are
working out any last logistical
kinks to ensure that adequate
equipment and infrastructure
are in place to handle the shipments across the country. The
extreme cold temperatures are
needed to keep the chemical
compound inside each vaccine
vile stable. After being placed
in normal refrigeration each
vile has to be discarded if not
used in five days.
Justin Trudeau said about

day. The federal government’s

Each recipient requires two

vaccines coming to Ontario

to The Pointer. Vaccines will

The distribution testing was

249,000 doses of the compa-

agreement with Pfizer includes

doses of the COVID-19 vac-

next week “will only include

be distributed per capita, with

launched on Wednesday, after

ny's treatment are coming to

from 20 million up to 76 million

cine.

a small number of doses,”

Ontario set to receive about

Health Canada announced it

Canada before the end of the

doses. Similar procurements

said Alexandra Hilkene, press

40 percent of the country’s

had approved the Pfizer-BioN-

month, with 30,000 doses slat-

have been inked with six other

Details on the rollout are lim-

secretary for Health Minister

share. Areas in lockdown, in-

Tech vaccine. Prime Minister

ed to arrive as early as Mon-

pharmaceutical companies.

ited. The first batch of Pfizer

Christine Elliott, in an email

cluding Peel and Toronto, have
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been identified as priority re-

ing people's livelihoods. This is

which is funded by the Prov-

to develop plans to ensure we

compared to previous develop-

community radio and television.

gions for vaccine distribution.

causing a worse outcome in the

ince. Ward 7 Councillor Dipika

are ready to distribute vaccines

ment of vaccines for other viral

“I don't want to create my own

end, than what COVID is doing.

Damerla objected to Parrish’s

to priority populations once they

threats, as well as misinforma-

message. I want to know what

In a press conference Wednes-

COVID is awful, but 82 percent

lobbying and her direction for

arrive,” said Peel health spokes-

tion about its possible adverse

Public Health and their medical

day, Mayor Bonnie Crombie

of small businesses in Ontario

Dr. Loh, alluding to the situa-

person Ashleigh Hawkins.

effects.

staff is recommending,” he said.

urged residents to continue

are predicted to go bankrupt

tion in Alberta, which reported

respecting the grey-lock-

or close,” she told her peers.

more than 1,700 new cases on

At-risk populations such as

Public health officials across the

seniors are added to the priority

down rules, citing infection

She floated the suggestion that

Tuesday. “We've seen a number

healthcare workers and se-

country are stressing the vaccine

framework, he intends to take

of jurisdictions where politi-

niors residing in long-term care

would have only been approved

the vaccine and share photos on

data showing 132 cases per

As a 72-year-old, he said when

100,000 in Mississauga, well

Regional Chair Nando Iannicca

cians have tried to craft the

homes will be prioritized for

by Health Canada Wednesday if

social media to encourage com-

above the 40 cases and over

sign a letter, endorsed by the

policy… and we've seen that

inoculation, under the provincial

it is safe. Though it is voluntary,

munity members to do the same.

(per 100,000) bottom thresh-

mayors, to advocate for the

the results haven't been good,”

guidelines released Monday.

residents are being asked to get

old of the red-control category,

easing of restrictions.

she said.

Community healthcare providers

vaccinated, as the best way to

The second phase of vaccine

and much higher than the 25 to

“If Dr. Loh doesn't want to

are also preparing to develop

ensure broad immunity and an

distribution will include the

39.9 cases per 100,000 for the

sign a letter, maybe he should

Peel’s transmission curve has

strategies to reach certain racial-

end to the pandemic. “Trust is

Moderna vaccine. Distribution

orange-restrict zone under the

be giving this a little bit more

not yet reached its peak, which

ized residents, frontline workers,

a bigger issue to people in the

is set to begin in April, Mayor

current provincial system.

hought. Scientists are purists,

would be apparent when the

and other at-risk individuals to

South Asian community,” Mutta

Crombie told Council. This vac-

and I've said this before, doc-

infection numbers begin to

ensure equitable access to the

said, adding that he hopes to

cine does not have to be stored

“Any wrong move at this point

tors think they've been treated

cascade down. The trends are

vaccine.

see a grassroots information

at the extreme low temperature

could be disastrous for our

as gods by most populations

still not pointing that way, Loh

campaign translated into various

of the Pfizer product. Questions

community, for our munici-

because we depend on them to

said at Wednesday’s press

Baldev Mutta, CEO of Punjabi

languages to dispel other misin-

have been raised about the lack

pality, for our city and for our

keep us healthy,” she said. Par-

conference.While lockdown

Community Health Services –

formation related to COVID-19

of facilities in Ontario that cur-

residents, especially at a time

rish’s ward has a neighbour-

measures will likely remain

which has locations in all three

that he has seen shared on com-

rently can store vaccines at the

when a vaccine is on its way

hood that Dr. Lawrence Loh,

in place past December 21,

of Peel’s municipalities – said the

munity platforms via YouTube

temperature required to use the

to Ontario,” Crombie said. As

Peel’s chief medical officer of

Peel Public Health is standing

movement to discredit vaccines

and WhatsApp. “We have to have

company's treatment, and Elliott

Peel enters week three of the

health, previously identified

ready to receive direction from

has presented challenges in the

influential religious leaders, poli-

said this week 21 hospitals are

second-wave lockdown, these

as having one of the highest

the Province on the quantity

South Asian-Canadian communi-

ticians, people in the community,

potentially equipped with the

measures were the subject of

COVID-19 infection rates in

and timeline for the Region’s

ty. He has already heard skep-

businesspeople… they should be

necessary deep-freeze storage.

debate in Mississauga coun-

the province. A postal code-ar-

vaccine distribution. “How-

ticismand doubt from segments

the frontrunners to tell the com-

cil Wednesday morning, with

ea in Malton sits at 14.4 per-

ever, in light of hearing that

of the diverse communities his

munity, ‘Look, I am taking [the

Ward 5 Councillor Carolyn

cent test positivity according

disease burden will be consid-

organization serves based on

vaccine]. It is safe’,” he said.

Parrish repeating pleas from

to data as of November 28, the

ered when determining who

what some people perceive as a

Mutta said he is awaiting mes-

previous weeks to re-open

latest information published

receives the vaccine first, we

rushed and possibly unsafe time-

saging from Peel Public Health

small businesses. “This is kill-

by the non-profit group ICES,

are working with our partners

line for developing the treatment

that he hopes to then relay on

Source: http://bit.ly/3hH43ib

PCHS Media
Shaping your thoughts
Our Shows
The Purple Tales
Weekly Punjabi News
InterGen
News & Views
Parchol
Khari Khari
Community Connection

For information about programs and their schedule please visit our website at www.pchsmedia.com
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PARENTING

Und erst and How
You r Ki d s Lear n
» Shalini M

M

ost kids have

of your kids. Let's find out

the same

more.

speaking style

as their parents. They have

You may have noticed that

the same style and tone. You

some of your kids are more

may be wondering why it is

forgiving, kind, generous and

like that. The reason is that

tolerant. This is because ei-

how you raise your children

ther you or your partner may

has a great impact on their

have these qualities.

personality. They learn almost everything from you.

In other words, children
imitate their parents. As a
matter of fact, birth order,
genetics, gender and temperament play an important

CHILDREN
TEND TO

LEARN WHAT
THEY LIVE

role as far as shaping kids is
concerned. This factor has a

If your kids get affection,

great impact on the inter-

encouragement and grat-

est, attitude and behavior

itude from you on a daily

You may have noticed that
some of your kids are more
forgiving, kind, generous
and tolerant. This is because either you or your
partner may have these
qualities.
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basis, chances are that they

importance of good behavior.

will adopt these behaviours.

You should be able to amplify

As a matter of fact, this type
of behaviour becomes part of
their life.

Although they may behave differently in their adolescence,
most of them go back to their
fundamental values when they
come of age. As a matter of
fact, most children find their
true identity then they have
rejected it first.

DO YOU LIKE
WHAT YOU
SEE?

dren learn to live with intolerance, mean-spiritedness,
and criticism, chances are that
they will have these attitudes
throughout their lifespan.

their negative points. This is
what is known as behavior
management.

We suggest that you keep an
eye on the heavier, values
and attitudes of your child,
especially when they treat
others. If your kids behave the
way you want, you deserve a
pat on your back as you have
done a great job raising your
kids. On the other hand, if

In the same way, when chil-

their good qualities and hide

your kids don't behave the

You may want to make it a
habit to sit down with your
partner and review your own
behavior and attitude. It will
prove a great exercise with
the passage of time. Your children are a reflection of you.
Therefore, you may want to
mark on your reflection first.

way you want, know that you
need to work on the way you
teach your kids. In some kids,
a strange attitude may be due
to their psychological state.

We should follow the tips
given in this article if we want
to work on the behavior and
attitude of our kids.

For example, they may be
Apart from this, teachers and
the school have a great impact
on the attitudes and behaviours of children. But, it is
important to keep in mind that
it can be difficult to change

tired or fatigued. But if they
show weird behaviour despite
the fact that they have no
underlying cause, know that
you need to work on your
behaviour and attitude.

the values that children adopt
at home. it's important to
note that kids tend to reflect
the behaviour and attitude of
their parents.

Your kids may show weird
behavior from time to time.
But as a parent, it is your
job to help them realize the

Source: https://bit.ly/3ofyWN5

Click here to Register
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In a year like no other
United Way asks for
donations to help
Peel’s most
vulnerable
» Isaac Callan

The number of Ontarians who

shortterm, optimists praying

behind some 280 different

need help has skyrocketed

it would all be a bad dream by

agencies delivering vital sup-

over the past 10 months.

the summer.

port in Peel, York and Toronto

In parallel, the COVID-19

As the pandemic reality

is United Way. The umbrella

pandemic has dragged and

became clear social services

organization funds every-

worsened. Initially, many

agencies had to overhaul how

hoped the crisis would pass in

making sure funds are available

Zanotti, president and CEO for

Since March, the pandemic

for local groups to bring help

United Way Greater Toronto,

thing from culturally sensitive

has put Peel’s most vulnerable

to those who need it most. “We

explained to The Pointer. “It’s

they reach out to those in

health services to childcare

through gut-wrenching twists

are in the final weeks of our

to maintain our investments in

a few weeks. Supports put in

need. Even provisions as basic

and food banks. It bankrolls

and turns, dashing hopes and

stubborn commitment to raise

our network of 280 agencies,

place by charitable agencies

as groceries have changed,

critical support in the GTA that

replacing bad news with worse.

$105 million for community

the same amount as we did

and different levels of gov-

with many food banks pivoting

catches many who have fallen

Through it all, United Way has

needs right across Peel, Toron-

last year. As we enter the final

ernment were targeted at the

to a delivery system. Standing

through the public safety net.

kept a steady hand on the tiller,

to and York Region,” Daniele

weeks … our agencies have
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been experiencing between

service now hosts 170 seniors

demonstrated how responsive,

in the fall called Learning and

different agencies and mastery

allowed dollars to flow at the

35 and 40 percent spikes in

who take part in Zoom sessions

innovative and able to func-

Laughing because we realized,

of data by United Way meant

height of a brutal pandemic and

people emailing, texting [or]

each week. It’s more than ever

tion on a dime — and I literally

by then, it was going to be our

flexibility could be replicated at

a time of growing economic

phoning for help.” “This addi-

attended in person. “That’s

mean a dime — our frontline

reality. So [we are] learning a

the regional and neighbourhood

instability.

tional layer of COVID has only

what we do: we experiment,”

agencies are,” Zanotti added.

lot, it has really taken off, I have

level.

magnified and amplified the

Baldev Mutta, the group’s CEO,

“The amount of innovation that

been really pleasantly sur-

need we are seeing across the

told The Pointer. “Would Zoom

is happening is truly unprec-

prised.”

region,” he added.

sessions work? There was no

edented when you see how

study that we could look at,

they’ve been able to respond

Inequities in Peel have been

there was no best practice...

compounded by an unforgiving

As the end of 2020 approaches,
Research from 211 shows fi-

the organization is asking for

nancial assistance, food securi-

donations from anyone who can

With additional space unused

ty and then mental health were

afford it. “[I have seen] random

to people [who are] not even

inside and capacity to adapt,

the three biggest concerns

gifts of immense generosity,”

We became successful because

walking in their doors any-

The Journey began offering

among those seeking help to-

Zanotti said. “A restaurateur

virus that prays on the less for-

I think the staff, the commu-

more.

support it had never considered

ward the beginning of the pan-

who, after decades of their

tunate. The unique structure

nity, the funders, the profes-

before: food distribution. Nor-

demic. In the early days, United

business being handed down

of United Way and its various

sions, they all worked together

The Journey, a neighbourhood

mally other providers operate

Way, which distributes $7.5

generation to generation ...

partner agencies have allowed

to sort out a particular prob-

community project in Bramp-

in this area, but the organiza-

million per month to its 280

had to shut down as a result of

charities on the frontline to

lem. I think that’s what was

ton, had previously provided

tion has pitched in, supplying a

agencies, offered extra emer-

COVID. [They] sent us a $200

pivot time and time again.

so good because United Way,

most of its services in-per-

pickup location for food parcels

gency funding to help adapt to

cheque and said [to] please

as the funders, allowed that

son, including after-school

to make the service as accessi-

the pandemic. It allowed for

invest it in our neighbourhood.”

flexibility to happen.”

or summer camps. The pan-

ble as possible. It means more

charities to concentrate solely

United Way hopes more fortu-

demic forced a monumental

families are discovering the

on the delivery of service.

nate residents in Peel will be

The Punjabi Community Health
Services, one of the agencies

able to chip in too,

that receives funding from

From its position at the heart

rethink, leading to a series of

community agency when they

United Way, used this flexibil-

of a web of different agencies,

summer programs that took

come to pick up food.

ity to experiment. Before the

United Way is able to feel the

place entirely digitally and the

pandemic started, it had rough-

community pulse. Quantitative

provision of laptops to com-

“The whole food distribution is

the number of meals it served

ly 150 seniors coming to social

data through services like 211

munity members who did not

a massive shift for us,” Bir-

to seniors from 18 per day to 40

gatherings organized to pro-

(a communityhelpline) along-

have access to the technology

mingham said. “The biggest

and then again to 80. It has, in

tect against loneliness in old

side qualitative information

needed to thrive.

fundamental change is we’ve

the background, been working

age. March’s shutdown forced

from partner agencies means

had families connecting with

on a series of online resources

them to move online. Initially,

United Way can form and

“We just adjusted everything,”

us that we didn’t know before

to combat rising rates of do-

just five of the group’s original

address a specific picture of

Kevin Birmingham, manager of

because they’ve heard through

mestic violence.

members were able to take

need. As a result, its agencies

the project, said. “We used the

the neighbourhood that we’re

part digitally. A recruitment

can be more agile responding

[online] summer camp experi-

distributing food and that’s

Funding all these programs

drive and extra efforts to reach

to emergencies and unfore-

ence as a template for launch-

something that they need.”

comes at a cost. In its flexible

out resulted in a surge and the

seen challenges. “COVID has

ing an after school program

The unique collaboration of

approach, United Way has

The Punjabi Community Health

funding its vital work in 2021,

Services was able to increase

and beyond.

Source: http://bit.ly/3hC3XZd
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The different aspects of Psy-

teem.

The phrase, 'striking the iron
while its hot' means that while

chological Mindedness (PM) are
as follows: self-examination,

Reflecting on your actions is

the situation is still underway

self-reflection, introspection,

a way for you to develop and

you need to do something even

and personal insight.

strengthen your self-esteem.

if your mind isn't completely set

With every good deed and

on a plan. It's a phrase of en-

It also touches upon the ability

accomplishment that you do

couraging confidence in people,

of reading between the lines,

in life, may it be personally or

but at times that confidence can

Mindedness Is

the correlation of past and pres-

helping those around you, it's a

become ignorance if you don't

ent, and insights on your own

good way to boost your self-es-

think before you act. Using

motives and the motives as well

teem and encourage yourself to

personal insight on situations or

as intentions of others around

keep moving forward in life.

with people will help you assess

Important?

you.

SELF IMPROVEMENT

Why Psychological

a situation and increase your

Introspection in helping you

chances of being helpful in that

All of this is important for the

find what you need most in

situation.

following reasons,

life

» Evane Go

Reading between the lines
Self-examination reaffirms

There comes a time where you

in order to understand

your motives and beliefs in

will feel that you're either lost

someone's circumstances

life.

in what you need to do in life
or burnt out from what you've

Often, you'll find yourself hav-

It goes without saying that it's

been doing. In order to find

ing a hard time understanding

important for you to always

the root of these feelings, you

what others mean, especially

look into yourself and ask the

need to look and examine your

when they can't be upfront

question, 'am I doing what's

own thoughts and feelings. In a

about it. It pays to be a psy-

right for

spiritual sense, you need to look

chological minded person as

myself and those around me?' It

deep within your soul. From

you'll be able to see through

helps reorient yourself on your

there you ask yourself what will

the lines of what others may say

goals and how to best achieve

give you peace of mind.

and understand why they have
a difficult time sharing such

them while still having your
beliefs and morals play a part.

Using personal insight to

information.

help you assess the situaSelf-reflection as a means
to strengthen your self-es-

tion before you act on it

Picking up on the changes
in mood of others during
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Entering a friend group is diffi-

certain situations
It's easy to say that your ac-

cult if you don't know the rela-

Being emotionally sensitive is

tions have consequences, but

tionships of the people in that

part of being a psychologically

it's harder to understand what

circle, but with your insight and

minded person. It will help you

those consequences may be as

emotional sensitivity you can

see the small details of people

your actions now may not even

avoid misunderstandings and ac-

and understand that there are

immediately you until years

tions that would lead to in-fight-

certain triggers that causes

down the line. This is a part

ing because you would be able

them to shift their mood, and

of PM that will restrain you

to tell what kind of relationships

in seeing that you could then

from doing anything radical

there are in that circle. It's also

work to avoid repeating the

so that you may avoid future

a good way to make new friends

same action and create a safe

consequences that you want

and maybe even see a potential

space for them.

to avoid. However, it can also

partner for yourself in life who

be seen as something hopeful.

may also be interested in you.

Understanding that people

Your actions today, will blos-

are emotionally complex

som for you in the future.

Psychological Mindedness is an
essential construct of different

It's good to remind yourself

Understanding the in-

aspects that should be trained

that people aren't one dimen-

tentions and motives of

through a guided meditation in

sional, that they have different

others

order to know yourself, what you
want for yourself, and what gives

aspects to them that you may

you peace of mind.

not be aware of. Just because

Being a psychologically mind-

your friend is happy around

ed person helps you in choos-

you, doesn't mean that they're

ing the right people to sur-

It's also a good social skill that

always going to be happy

round yourself with, as you'll

will guide you into being an emo-

around you. Knowing that will

be able to tell which will be

tionally sensitive person that's

help your friend and the peo-

your lasting friends and which

able to understand key nuanc-

ple around you be comfortable

will be people that have only

es in a person so you may not

showing more sides to them-

ulterior motives in mind.

accidentally offend them as well
as being a well-adjusted part of a

selves to you.

Knowing relationships
Knowing that past actions

through insight and emo-

is correlated with future

tional sensitivity

friend circle.

events

Source: https://bit.ly/3hFfib1
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